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Preparing California Students for
College, Careers, and Civic Life
The new myWorld Interactive for California encourages
students from diverse populations to explore their
world, expand their thinking, and engage with the
California History-Social Science Standards
and Framework.

myWorld Interactive for California inspires active
learning, makes strong literacy connections,
and leverages problem-based learning
opportunities to ultimately encourage
active citizenship.
myWorld Interactive for California
focuses on:
•	
C ontent

Aligned to California
Standards and Framework
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•

Literacy Skills Development

•

Inquiry for Active Learning

•

Citizenship and Civic Life

PearsonSchool.com/CAHSS

Inspire

Inspire

Active, Project-Based Learning
creates rich inquiry experiences
that develop skills for active
and responsible citizenship.

California Common Core ELA/ELD Aligned
Lessons help students read closely, analyze
information, and communicate academic,
well-defended ideas.

Inspire

Inspire

Teaching Options and
Resources provide access and
equity for culturally responsive
teaching, differentiation needs,
delivery approaches, and
time constraints.

myWorld Interactive for California
teaches students to appreciate a variety
of perspectives, to analyze and evaluate
them, and to develop arguments based
on evidence to deepen their understanding
and engage in active civic discourse.

active learning

your classroom

literacy engagement

diverse perspectives

PearsonSchool.com/CAHSS
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FOCUS ON CONTENT

Focus on California Standards and Civic Life

Take students on Project-Based Quests.
These activities inspire inquiry through
compelling questions related to the chapter
content. Students are able to investigate,
use evidence, and communicate
their findings.

myWorld Interactive for California is a complete Grades 6–8
program that is built in partnership with California educators
to inspire active learning and inquiry to engage every student.
Complete California Alignment
•
•
•

California Content Standards
California Framework
C3 Framework

•

 alifornia Common Core State Standards for English
C
Language Arts and English Language Development

Topic Opener and Overview
introduces students to the
Essential Question and offers
opportunities to interact with
the text through analyzing
visuals, recognizing
cultural and experiential
backgrounds, writing in the
Active Journal and viewing
the NBC Learn video.

The Active Journal Worktext
features graphic organizers to
support reading, writing, visual
literacy, and analysis skills
throughout.
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Quick Activities allow students to
analyze information and discuss
their interpretations.

Biographies celebrate
the roles and contributions
of many, and tie in real-world
applications and civic life.

PearsonSchool.com/CAHSS
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FOCUS ON LITERACY

Literacy for Everyone

Additional
ELD Supports
are included for
Emerging, Expanding,
and Bridging
students.

myWorld Interactive for California focuses on Reading, Writing,
Speaking, and Listening skills to improve students’ History-Social
Science content knowledge and comprehension.

Supports California Common Core and the
ELA/ELD Framework

Practice Vocabulary in
every lesson of the Active
Journal integrates and
reinforces new terms
during the lesson.

The Writing Workshops are aligned with the
expectations of the California Common Core
State Standards for ELA and ELD. Numerous
opportunities for writing include analytical,
opinion writing, informative, narrative, and
research paper writing. Students build their
writing skills through practice, planning,
revising, editing, and rewriting.

Academic and Content Vocabulary
are highlighted and defined in
context to help students develop
meaning while they read.

Get Ready to Read is a startup
activity that allows students
to analyze images, formulate
questions, and discuss
interpretations. Also supported
in the Active Journal.
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Listening and
Speaking opportunities
help students:
• clarify points
• ask questions
• summarize

The Reading Check
focuses on student
comprehension, including
the ability to interpret
and understand visuals.

Text and image Primary and Secondary
Sources embedded throughout the lesson
provide students opportunities to close
read, use textual evidence, and develop
writing skills.

The Lesson Check monitors
student mastery of reading
skills and History-Social
Science content.

PearsonSchool.com/CAHSS
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FOCUS ON INQUIRY

Engage Learning Through
Quests and Activities
California students connect with content by asking compelling
questions, conducting research, and demonstrating their findings.

Quest Connections ensure
students are connecting and
synthesizing the content as they
progress through the chapter.

Three Types of of Quest
Experiences include:
• 
Document-Based
• 
Project-Based
•

Writing Inquiry

Learning Inquiry

Discussion Inquiry

The Quest Kick-off, Connections,
and Findings promote
opportunities for students to
investigate, use evidence, and
communicate their conclusions
in interesting ways.

Quest Findings at the close of
the chapter enable students
to synthesize information and
demonstrate their learning.

Quest Rubrics
provide a helpful
way to measure
student mastery.

Quest Support in the
Active Journal guides
students to ask questions
and examine sources.
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FOCUS ON INQUIRY

Activate Your Classroom!
Inquiry is the foundation of the instructional shifts promoted by
the C3 and California Framework, serving as the catalyst to student
investigation. myWorld Interactive for California offers numerous ways
to activate inquiry, bring History-Social Science content to life, and
give it relevance in the real world.

The Active Journal provides
opportunities for students to take
notes, practice vocabulary and
engage in quick activities that are
connected to the lessons.

Active Classroom Strategies offer
suggestions to actively engage
students in lesson content.

Realize™ digital courses include
teaching strategies to activate the
classroom, Quest interactivities,
and NBC Learn videos to support
active learning and connect to
lesson content.

Act It Out!, Audio Tour, Make
Headlines, and Sequence It are
examples of many activities that
allow for frequent interaction of
pairs and groups of students.
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FOCUS ON CITIZENSHIP
21st Century
Skills Tutorials

Preparing California Students for
College, Careers, and Civic Life
myWorld Interactive for California focuses on skill development to
effectively prepare students for their futures by building critical thinking,
problem solving, and participatory skills to become engaged citizens.

Learn, practice, and
apply important skills
that prepare students
for complex life and
work situations.

The Quick Activity provides
numerous opportunities to
learn about our nation’s history
while leveraging information on
traditions, symbols, and people.

Civic Discussion Inquiries inspire inquiry by
introducing students to the History-Social
Science disciplines through relevant situations.

History and Social Sciences Analysis
Skills model methods of clear and
disciplined thinking in order to help
students successfully traverse the
worlds of college, career, and civic life.
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FOCUS ON TEACHING SUPPORT

The Next Level of Differentiation
and Assessment
In a differentiated classroom, all learners receive the support
they need to master the California Standards. myWorld
Interactive for California builds a strong connection between
assessment and instruction, providing universal access for all.

History-Social
Science Analysis
Skills Pretest
measures student
readiness.

myWorld Interactive for California includes a variety
of tools and strategies to measure what students
know and are able to do, including:
•

Selected response

•

Research projects

•

Short answer

•

Performance-based tasks

•

Essay

•

Rubrics

•

Oral presentation

•

Active Journal

•

Debates and speeches

•

Online Lesson Quiz

•

Discussion Board

•

and more!

Lesson Check
Formative Assessment in every
lesson helps you monitor and
support student progress.
•

Active Journal

•

Online Lesson Quiz

•

Discussion Board

Review and End-of-Chapter Assessment
Summative Assessment in both print and
digital formats at the end of each chapter
helps to focus instruction.

Differentiated Instruction
Point-of-use strategies help support
Special Education, Below Level, and
Advanced learners.

14
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ELD Support
Find English Language Development support
for varying proficiency levels—Emerging,
Expanding, Bridging—in every lesson.

PearsonSchool.com/CAHSS
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FOCUS ON TEACHING SUPPORT
Online,
Offline,
Anytime!

Manage Changing Classrooms
myWorld Interactive for California helps teachers create a learning
culture that’s nimble, personalized, and student-centered. The program
includes all needed resources to implement the California Standards
and Framework identified at point of use.

Digital Power—Single Sign-On!
PearsonRealize.com is your online destination for myWorld Interactive for
California. A single sign-on provides access to content, classroom management
tools, and student data at the click of a button.

Work Offline
or Online

Access Student Data

The Realize™ Reader
eText lets students
work offline. Everything
stays in sync when
reconnected to
the web.

Check students’ mastery of the California Standards.
View progress, time spent on task, and assignments.

Classroom
by

Teach California Standards
Search by California Standards or keyword.
It’s simple and easy to access lessons,
assignments, and tools.

Share supported
content from your
Realize programs
with your classes.
Just click “Share with
Google® Classroom”
and Realize will do
the rest for you.

With Google®
Expeditions, teachers
can lead classroomsized groups of
students on virtual
reality field trips
without leaving the
classroom.

Integrated OpenEd
Search provides
‘best of web’
open educational
resources that are
easily assigned
through Pearson
Realize.

myWorld Interactive
360 Explorations is a
virtual reality learning
tool that lets students
get up close to and
interact with 360º and
3D images.

© 2015 Google Inc. All rights reserved. Google and the
Google Logo are registered trademarks of Google Inc.
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FOCUS ON TEACHING SUPPORT

Plan Easily, Teach Effectively

Teaching Ideas, Strategies,
and Inspiration!
•

Active Classroom Strategies

•

Integrated ELD Strategies

•

California ELA/ELD Standards

•

Literacy Skills Lessons

•

California HSS Standards

•

Pacing Guides

•

Chapter Assessments

•

Primary Source Lessons

•

Chapter at a Glance

•

Review Strategies

•

Citizenship Lessons

•

Visual Review Strategies

•

Common Misconceptions

•

Vocabulary Strategies

•

Complete Lesson Plans

•

Writer’s Workshop

•

Writing Activities

• Critical

Thinking &
Writing Strategies

• Curriculum

Connections:
Literacy, Geography,
Math, and Science

•

18

Differentiated Instruction
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Student Edition Hardcover
Text: Includes all core content
lessons, analysis skill lessons,
numerous primary sources,
and an English Language Arts
Handbook.
Student Active Journal:
Student consumable
notebook, including support
for completing the Quest,
close reading and note taking
support, vocabulary practice,
and writing workshop.

Student Online
Digital Course:
Full Digital Course
for each grade with
Interactivities and
links to the Student
eText for narrative
content.

Teacher Components
TEACHER EDITION

Teacher support materials provide a built-in instructional roadmap
and contain suggestions and examples of how teachers can implement
myWorld Interactive for California so they’re always prepared with the
what, how, and when to effectively teach the History–Social Science
Content Standards and Framework.

Student Components

Teacher Edition: Print Teacher
Edition with full lesson support and
integrated ELD Support. Aligns to
California History-Social Science
Standards and Framework.

Active Journal Answer Key:
Answer key for the student
Active Journal.

Online Teacher Resources:
Includes Online Teacher Edition,
Teacher Resources, and
blackline masters for additional
support with EL strategies, close
reading, and skills instruction.

PearsonSchool.com/CAHSS
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 8 Student Edition

Welcome!

Sample a Student Lesson

Inspire Inquiry
The Topic Opener provides stunning images to hook
students and connect them to the Essential Question.

Embedded California
Standards and the
California Framework
communicate learning 		
objectives to students
and parents.

Digital Resources provide
students with multiple
ways to access content.

The Essential Question
for the Topic drives inquiry
and focuses learning. The
Active Journal provides
opportunities to unpack
the questions throughout
the lesson.

20
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The Pearson BouncePages
App lets students launch
topic and lesson videos
on their smartphones
directly from the page.
Look for the icon!

Watch the NBC Learn
MyStory Video to engage
students in personal stories
of people or events related
to the lesson content.

PearsonSchool.com/CAHSS
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 8 Student Edition

Look at the Big Picture
Who? What? Where? When? The Topic Overview frames
key events, people, and places and fosters curiosity.
Students use Overview
Maps to analyze geographic,
political, and cultural
features related to the topic.

The Active Journal
lets students write,
practice, and extend
learning. It’s an
interactive inquiry
notebook!

“What and When”
Questions help students
place historical events
into context.

Introduce Key People to
prompt questions, motivate
interest, and start a
conversation.

The Topic Timeline
presents a chronology
to help students think
about how major
events are related.

22
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 8 Student Edition

Take Students on a Quest
The Quest provides students with inquiry projects to explore
questions or problems related to the topic.

Quest Inquiry Experiences
•

Project-Based Learning

•

Document-Based

•

Discussion

The Quest Kick-Off
launches the topic inquiry
project with a question to
explore. Students can find
Quest support in the
Active Journal worktext.

Quest Connections
throughout the topic provide
information to support
student investigation.

Preview Steps support
the process of developing
the inquiry project.
Students ask questions,
explore sources, and cite
their claims with evidence.

24
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Create a Culture of
Student-Driven Inquiry
The Active Journal promotes
self-directed student inquiry.
Students use this interactive
worktext throughout
the Topic.
Students begin their own
inquiries. The Active Journal
frames the inquiry
process, beginning with
Ask Questions.
Every lesson includes Quest
Connections to help students
explore the Topic’s problemled inquiry.
Quest Findings allow
students to “pull it all
together” and demonstrate
their understanding.

More Quest
activities online
on the Pearson
Realize™
platform.

PearsonSchool.com/CAHSS
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 8 Student Edition

Get Students Ready to Read
The right amount of pre-reading support helps students
with complex text and inspires critical thinking.

Guiding Questions
bolster comprehension
and critical thinking,
while supporting the
Essential Question.

Support
Visual Literacy
Instruction

Students interpret
and analyze information
from graphic features such
as maps, photos, and
graphic organizers.

Graphic Organizers in
the Active Journal help
students organize ideas
and content, aiding
comprehension.

Vocabulary
Highlighted and
Defined in
Context

Students often stumble
because of vocabulary.
Have students Practice
Vocabulary in the Active
Journal.
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Chunking Text breaks
down complex content into
more manageable parts.
This strategy helps students
identify key ideas and
synthesize information.

PearsonSchool.com/CAHSS
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 8 Student Edition

Integrate Content and Literacy
Actively engage students with Reading Checks, Visual
Analysis questions, and Quest Connections.

Integrated Reading
Checks provide formative
touch points to assess
comprehension. Analysis
skills are highlighted
before each question.

Active Classroom
strategies appear in
every lesson in the
Teacher Edition.

Maps
Build Visual

Quest Connections allow
students to revisit the Topiclevel inquiry in the Active
Journal. Pause, reflect,
rethink ideas!

Literacy

Geography Skills
develop students’ ability
to “read” and analyze
map features, and draw
relevant conclusions
based on evidence.

Analyze Images
questions help students
make observations and
inferences while connecting
their reading to HistorySocial Science concepts.
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 8 Student Edition

Scaffold Complex Text
Scaffolding the lesson helps students read the text
independently and focus on meaning.

The Quest Connections
improve comprehension
with Writing Analysis and
interpretation.
More concept maps!
Notice the Comprehension
Questions that trigger
higher-order thinking.

One of the best parts of
reading is discovering.
Did you know? adds interest
and background knowledge.

The Reading Checks
throughout the lesson
support Close Reading
with complex text.

Hundreds of authentic
Visual Aids show and tell
so students can better
grasp concepts.

30
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 8 Student Edition

Build Content Knowledge
The text supports comprehension while developing all
California History-Social Science Standards.

Primary Source excerpts
offer students analysis
opportunities of first-person
eyewitness accounts, making
history come to life!

Access

Digital resources
including Interactive
Maps provide students
with extended opportunities
to explore content.

The Active Journal provides
a Quick Activity with
opportunities for student
interaction in partner or
team collaborations.

Academic Vocabulary
support at point-of-use
helps striving readers and
ELs access the content
of the text.

More
Online!

Interactive Maps engage
students and let them
explore how events
unfolded over time.
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Developing visual literacy
skills is key to accessing
content. Integrated questions
encourage students to
analyze charts, maps,
graphs, and other visuals.

PearsonSchool.com/CAHSS
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 8 Student Edition

Improve Achievement
Formative Assessments and Digital Resources ensure
understanding and continuous improvement.

Drive student engagement
and excitement with digital
learning tools. The Interactive
icon indicates extended
learning online:
•

Interactive 3-D Models

•

Interactive Maps

•

Interactive Charts & Graphs

•

Interactive Image Galleries

•

Interactive Political Cartoons

•

Interactive Timelines

•

Interactive Primary Sources

The Writing Workshop
in the Active Journal
supports evidencebased writing.
•

Narrative

•

Research

•

Argumentative

•

Explanatory

Every image is intentional
and purposeful to support
students’ understanding
of the content. Higherlevel Depth of Knowledge
(DOK) questions encourage
students to use evidence
from the image to support
their claims.

Students engage in
analysis of Primary Source
Images that bring the
content to life.

The Lesson Check monitors
students’ mastery of
California Standards at
regular intervals.
•

Practice Vocabulary

• Improve

Critical Thinking

and Writing Skills
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 8 Student Edition

Promote Deeper Thinking
Develop critical and analytical thinkers through Source
Analysis. Primary Source, Analysis Skills, and Biographies
are found in each Topic.

Primary Sources
engage students in
the critical analysis of
extended documents
like speeches,
journal entries, legal
documents, and more.

Each topic incorporates
the California History-Social
Science Analysis Skill
Standards. Students develop
important critical thinking
skills directly applied to
History-Social Science content.

Examples Include:
• Compare

of View
•

Reading and
Vocabulary Support
provides students
with close reading
strategies to access
complex primary
source text.

Different Points

Distinguish Cause and Effect

•

Relate Events in Time

•

Identify Central Issues
and Problems

•

Interpret Economic
Performance

• Assess

Credibility of a Source

• Conduct

a Cost-Benefit

Analysis

Step-by-Step Approach
guides students through
the analysis process to
develop and reinforce
important skills.
Analyzing Primary
Sources requires
students to cite textual
evidence to support
their ideas.
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 8 Student Edition

Review and Assess
The Topic Assessment provides thoughtful review and
practice to meet California History-Social Science Standards
and Framework.
Keep learning goals in 		
focus. Teachers monitor
students progress to meet all
California Standards.
The Visual Review
displays the topics
main events and
relationships before
assessment.

Inquiry learning culminates
with Quest Findings.
Students use their Active
Journal for observations,
analysis, and performancebased writing.

Reading Review is
supported in the Active
Journal and provides
activities to review key
vocabulary. Graphic
organizers support
application of literacy
skills with the content.
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The Topic Assessment
brings it all together, helping
students make connections,
analyze, and synthesize
information and demonstrate
their understanding.
•

Vocabulary and Key Ideas

•

Critical Thinking and Writing

•

Analyze Primary Sources

•

Analyze Maps

PearsonSchool.com/CAHSS
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Built for California

Sign up for a free demo at PearsonSchool.com/CAHSS
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